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Children’s passives and the theory of grammar 
 
In this paper we present work on the acquisition of Greek passives with the objectives: a) to evaluate the 
predominant theories that seek to account for late development of passives in children’s grammar, i.e., 
Borer & Wexler 1987, (B&W), Fox & Grodzinsky 1998, (F&G), and: b) to demonstrate how within 
Wexler’s (2004) recast of late development of passives in terms of phase theory (Chomsky 2000, 2001), 
data from children’s (interrogative) passives contribute to the understanding of the ban on A’-to-A 
movement in grammar. Hence, this work should be seen not only as an example of how syntactic theory 
assists in understanding (the stages of) language development, but, also, as how non-adult stages of 
language are able to shed light, in novel ways, to theoretical claims that require clarification.  
 Background Terzi & Wexler (2002), (T&W), argue that the late acquisition of Greek passives results 
from children’s problems with A-chains (B&W, 1987), by contrast to F&G (1998) who claim that children 
perform poorly on verbal passives (of non-actional verbs in particular) as a side effect of problems they 
have with transmitting the external theta-role of the (active) sentence to the DP object of the preposition 
by in the passive. The latter approach was rejected in T&W (2002) since the Greek adjectival passives 
tested were exceptionally good, although they contained a by-phrase. There were two flaws in the above 
study however: a) adjectival passives are formed only with actional verbs in Greek, (1), hence, the (agent) 
theta-role of the active sentence does not differ from the theta-role assigned by by to its object DP in the 
passive. This fact alone is able to explain the good performance on adjectival passives (although the worse 
performance on their corresponding verbal remains puzzling). b) while actional, (2), and non-actional 
verbal passives, (3), as well as (actional) adjectival passives, (1), were tested with the by-phrase, none was 
tested without it.  
 Experiments, results, discussion The present study aimed at filling the above gaps, in addition to 
confirming the results first reported in T&W (2002). We tested 40 children, age 3:06 to 6:06, divided in 4 
age groups (the same 3 of the previous study, plus an older one). We also aimed at improving the 
methodology in Terzi & Wexler (2002), hence substituted two of their verbs with verbs forming better 
passives and easier to depict. Moreover, children had to choose from 3 rather than 2 pictures, presented 
simultaneously to them on a computer screen. The results confirmed T&W (2002), since adjectival 
passives were, again, better than verbal passives for all age groups (although in a less prominent fashion 
than before). Crucially, however, the present study revealed no significant difference between passives 
with and without the by-phrase. This result is of particular importance for non-actional passives, (5), since 
F&G (1998) predict them to be better without the by-phrase. Preliminary results on the acquisition of 
prepositions provide independent support, as it indicated that children may have not acquired the different 
properties of apo ‘by’ at these ages. 

Wexler (2004) refines and updates B&W (1987), proposing that children perceive passive vdef as v*, 
hence do not allow movement (of the DP object) to Spec,T (nor can they move via Spec,v*, since no 
relevant features are present on it). Adults can move to passive Spec,T directly, as vdef is not a phase (but 
see Legate 2003). Adults also allow movement in wh-passives, (6). But, as Wexler (2004) notes, we do 
not know if adults perform improper movement in this case (i.e., from Spec,vdef to Spec,T) since they can 
move directly to Spec,T (and then to Spec,C), (7). On the other hand, children have to move to Spec,vdef, 
since they perceive vdef P to be a phase, and we know they have acquired interrogative features 
(presumably also present in vdef). Thus, they perform Spec,vdef to Spec,T (to Spec,C), (8), i.e., A’ to A (to 
A’) movement. If such a movement were allowed, children would be expected to form good wh-passives 
(recall that we know interrogatives to develop earlier than passives). 

We tested the above 40 children on wh-passives as well, and found they performed either worse or 
non-different than in declarative passives, (9)-(10), demonstrating - in ways adult grammar could not - that 
movement from an A’ to and an A position is not allowed. 
 



(1) a. O Janis ine sprogmenos (apo ti Maria). 
    the John is pushed-ADJ  by the Mary 
   ‘John is pushed (by Mary).’ 
b.*O Janis ine agapimenos (apo ti Maria). 
     the John is loved-ADJ     by the Mary 
    ‘John is loved (by Mary).’ 
 

(3)  O Janis sproxnete (apo ti Maria). 
 the John push-pass by the Mary 
‘John is pushed by Mary.’ 
 

(4)  O Janis agapiete (apo ti Maria). 
the John love-pass by the Mary 
‘John is loved by Mary.’ 
 

(5) Verbal passives of non-actional verbs 
 Age: 3.06-4.0 Age: 4.01-4.10 Age: 4.11-5.08 Age: 5.09-6.06 
w. by-phrase  0.45  0.35  0.45  0.55 
wt. by-phrase  0.35  0.47  0.52  0.47 
 
(6) Pjos sproxnete (apo ti Maria)? 

who push-pass by the Mary 
‘Who is pushed (by Mary)?’ 
 

(7) Pjosi ti T [vdef sproxnete ti]   Adults 
who   push-pass 
 

(8)  Pjosi ti T [ti vdef sproxnete ti]   Children  
                        *  
 
(9) Verbal passives of actional verbs (with the by-phrase) 
 Age: 3.06-4.0 Age: 4.01-4.10 Age: 4.11-5.08 Age: 5.09-6.06 
Declarative  0.68  0.68  0.67  0.85 
Interrogative  0.25  0.53  0.45  0.70  
 
(10) Verbal passives of non-actional verbs (with the by-phrase) 
 Age: 3.06-4.0 Age: 4.01-4.10 Age: 4.11-5.08 Age: 5.09-6.06 
Declarative 0.45 0.35 0.45 0.55 
Interrogative 0.37 0.47 0.32 0.55 
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